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Mapuche Victory over the enemy unit within the boundaries of the enemy city leads to the fact that the city loses 20 loyalty. The looting of tiles within the borders of the enemy city leads to the fact that the city loses 5 loyalty. Tries to keep their cities loyal, and does not like civilizations that are unable to do so. Loves the civilizations that get cities because of
their loyalty pressure. Go back to the List of Band Leaders together or die apart. Wikipedia has a page titled: Lautaro Lautaro (c. 1534 - April 29, 1557), originally known as Leftraru, was a young Mapuche toqui, which reached fame for leading the indigenous resistance against the Spanish conquest of Chile. He leads the Mapuche in Civilization VI: Rebellion
and Fall. Mapuche retain strong loyalty in their people and can be a formidable enemy on the battlefield, both in attack and in defense. The contents of the show IntroEdit You have not released mapuche, young Lautaro- you inspired them to free themselves. Build totems to honor the memory of your ancestors and cheer up their descendants. Such pride will
fill the hearts of your cavalry when they double their raids on enemy lands. Stand with mapuche, axe-carrier, and cast a special shadow. The unique In-GameEdit Lautaro agenda is called Spirit of Tucapel. He tries to keep the loyalty of his cities high, dislikes civilizations that lose cities because of low loyalty and loves civilizations that earn cities through the
pressure of loyalty. His leadership ability is called Swift Hawk. This causes enemy cities to lose 20 Loyalty for each enemy unit one of its defeat units within its borders, and 5 Loyalty for each tile one of its units loots within its borders. Detailed ApproachEdit Mapuche will want to acquire a governor early, using them both to strengthen loyalty in their cities, as
well as giving their combat units the opportunity to gain experience faster on the battlefield. When at war, mapuche does not need to fear the enemy benefiting from the Golden Age. When going on the attack, fight within the enemy's borders to weaken loyalty in their cities. Use this to your advantage to create riots to slow down their production or cause them
to lose cities that are already disloyal. Mapuche Malon Raider is a powerful assault, but do not neglect training them even with defensive strategy, as they perfectly protect their borders from attack. The late victory of the culture of the game is also an opportunity for Mapuche with the strategic placement of their improvement Chemamull. LinesEdit Lautaro
voiced by Anthony Nahuelhual. He speaks Maputungun. Voiced ByEdit Agenda on the basis of approval: Your people are proud of where they come from. It is clear that they are following your example. (Tami pu che poienifi si tuwan. kimfali tachi inaken tami newen engen.) Disapproval based on the agenda: How do you lead such boring people? follow the
example you set? (Chumngechi ngunewkelimi aiikekunu pu che mi. Inavenukeingan kai Tami femi?) Attack: I knew you couldn't be trusted! We have been preparing for this war for a long time. Have Have (Kimnifun eimi mu tachi maneluvnuam. fentrento pepikeway tafachi weichan mu. aimee Kay?) Declares war: it comes to war. Mapuche must use his own
weapon against you! Won: We resisted to the last, but it was too late ... Too late. (Afkentu newentufiyi, Welu zewmangelafuy chem chumal... zewmangelafuy chem chumal.) Greeting: I'm Lautaro, Hawk. Mapuche honors me with respect. Will I see the same from you? (Leftraru i'che, chi lef traru, pu mapuche feyentunienew. aimi ka feamimi?) UnvoicedEdit
Delegation: Mapuche to send gifts. Fabric is our best job. Harkikan is amazing. Please accept that. Accepts the delegation from the player: I thank you for your delegation. Mapuche welcomes them as honorary visitors. Rejects delegation from player: Your delegation cannot enter mapuche. Accepts the Declaration of Friendship Of the Player: The world will
know that we are leading two nations with one will. Rejects the Player's Friendship Declaration: Mapuche is not ready for this friendship. Maybe in time we will. Trade deal accepted: You honor Mapuche with this. Trade deal rejected: You insult me. Denounced by the player: Your actions reflect your true nature. Mapuche can't stand it! Condemns the player:
Mapuche use his name as a curse. Who can stand with you? Your friends are turning their backs on you. Invitation to the capital: I will tell you about the capital mapucha if you tell me about your capital. Invitation to the city: You are approaching the land of Mapuche. Do you aspire to walk among our chemamull, and learn about our ancestors? Civilopedia
entryEdit revered among the people of Chile as Toqui (military chief or axe-bearer), who defied the infamous Spanish conquistador Pedro de Valdivia, Lautaro was still a teenager when he first led the combined Mapuche tribes into battle against their colonial tormentors. Having been held captive by the Spaniards and forced to serve Valdivia as his stable boy
for almost three years before that, lautaro's jailers unknowingly gave him a prime opportunity to learn the weaknesses of the conquistador-weakness Lautaro would exploit shortly after escaping from their hands. Long before his first encounters with Spaniards (who had problems with the pronunciation of his native language) Lautaro was actually known as
Leftraru, or Swift Hawk in mapuche. And as the son of a Mapuche leader in peacetime, he lived a relatively quiet early life. It wasn't until his capture (somewhere between the ages of 15 and 17) that Lautaro's story really unfolded, intertwined with the local governor, Pedro de Valdivia. Leading Spain's colonization efforts in Chile, Valdivia for many years laid a
foothold for his country at the expense of indigenous tribes. For Lautaro and mapuche, this meant the arrival of Spanish settlements and forts throughout their territory in southern Chile. It was during his protection of these settlements from the local population that Valdivia first captured Lautaro, the event retold through limited records and legends in Chile.
According to some reports, Lautaro deliberately allowed himself to be captured in an attempt to infiltrate spanish and learn their ways. Was it so that it is safe to say that Lautaro was forced into slavery, and it was during his time with Valdivia that Leftraru first became Felipe Lautaro because of the aforementioned spanish pronunciation issues. We also know
that at some point Lautaro became the groom tasked with taking care of the horses of the conquistadors. Watching how the conquistadors coped with their mounts and how they maneuvered in battle, Lautaro understood the limitations of the impressive Spanish cavalry. According to more colorful tales, Lautaro spent time among the Spaniards until he learned
everything he needed to know about the conquistadors, planning his escape only when he was sure he could truly lead his people to a successful uprising. When he finally returned to Mapuche, the Military Council announced that Lautaro would serve as vice-toe of a powerful warrior known as Kaupolican. Together they led an offensive against Spanish forts
scattered throughout their territory. Catching Spanish troops by surprise, Lautaro and Mapuche were initially met with great success. On what may have been his first outing as military chief, Lautaro led 6,000 Mapuche warriors to victory at the Battle of Tukapel in 1553, capturing the Spanish fort. When Pedro de Valdivia tried to retake the settlement after a
while, his entire army was killed and he was unceremoniously captured and killed by the Mapuche under the leadership of his former slave. Unfortunately for Lautaro's campaign, mapuche's tradition dictated that every victory in battle required a long period of celebration. These celebrations were enough to delay Lautaro's progress and allowed the Spaniards
to leave some of their settlements until the arrival of the Mapuche. After several decisive victories, Lautaro eventually took aim at the Spanish capital Santiago. Although his forces were dwindling due to illness, supply constraints and a lack of reinforcements, Lautaro insisted. Following a series of initial clashes, Lautaro's forces set up camp outside the city in
preparation for a larger attack. According to the story, Lautaro and his army were loyal to the locals who noticed his camp and betrayed his position to Francisco de Villagra, the governor who replaced Pedro de Valdivia. With this information in his hands, Villagra ambushed Lautaro on the morning of April 29, 1557, killing him and leaving his native army in
ruins. Today, Lautaro is one of the most prominent military leaders in Chile's history, considered by many to be the country's first true general in light of his tactics on the battlefield. The overwhelming strength of the Spaniards did little to slow Lautaro's resolve, and his efforts to stop the Spanish atrocities against his people spurred a period of resistance
длилась почти три столетия после его кончины. TriviaEdit Lautaro дипломатии экран показывает водопад под долиной во второй половине дня. Lautaro иногда видели проведения рапиры на экране своей дипломатии. При осуждении игрока, он несет камень томагавк вместо. Его проведение рапиры, несмотря на то, европейского
происхождения по сравнению с его томагавк, является ссылкой на его великую победу над испанцами. В самом деле, его рапиры использует ту же модель в игре, как тот, который используется Филиппом II. Таким образом, он несет тот же логотип Firaxis. Способность лидера Лаутаро является прямым переводом его имени в
Мапундунгуне, в то время как его повестка дня лидера ссылается на его роль командира в битве при Тукапеле. Будучи изображенным подростком, Лаутаро является самым молодым лидером во франшизе Civilization. GalleryEdit \t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t,caption:Promotional image of
Lautaro,linkHref:\/wiki\/File:Lautaro_promotional_art_(Civ6).jpg,title:Lautaro promotional art (Civ6).jpg,dbKey:Lautaro_promotional_art_(Civ6).jpg},{thumbUrl:https:\/\/vignette.wikia.nocookie.net\/civilization\/images\/a\/a0\/Lautaro_loadscreen_%28Civ6%29.png\/revision\/latest\/zoom-crop\/width\/240\/height\/240?
cb=20200301173211,thumbHtml:\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t,caption:Lautaro on the loading screen (in Gathering Storm),linkHref:\/wiki\/File:Lautaro_loadscreen_(Civ6).png,title:Lautaro loadscreen (Civ6).png,dbKey:Lautaro_loadscreen_(Civ6).png},{thumbUrl:https:\/\/vignette.wikia.nocookie.net\/civilization\/images\/5\/52\/Lautaro_Bust.jpg\/revision\/latest\/topcrop\/width\/240\/height\/240?cb=20180131004732,thumbHtml:\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t ,caption:A bust of Lautaro (which appears to have inspired his in-game model),linkHref:\/wiki\/File:Lautaro_Bust.jpg,title:Lautaro Bust.jpg,dbKey:Lautaro_Bust.jpg},{thumbUrl:https:\/\/vignette.wikia.nocookie.net\/civilization\/images\/4\/40\/Lautaro_Statue.jpg\/revision\/latest\/topcrop\/width\/240\/height\/240?cb=20181119045247,thumbHtml:\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t,caption:A statue of Lautaro (which appears to have inspired his in-game model),linkHref:\/wiki\/File:Lautaro_Statue.jpg,title:Lautaro Statue.jpg,dbKey:Lautaro_Statue.jpg}] data-expanded=0&gt; Civilization VI Rise and Fall – First Look Mapuche First Look: Mapuche Deeds of a
Monarch-Scorning PeopleWin a regular game as Lautaro Part of La Araucana, an epic poem wrote by Alonso de Ercilla, about the Spanish Conquest of Chile. Перевод был сделан Чарльзом Максвеллом Ланкастером и Полом Томасом Манчестером. Обратный колониализмАс Lautaro, захватить Филипп II первоначальной столицей ссылка на
термин, когда туземцы области забрать свои земли, которые были украдены у них. Их. lautaro civ 6 guide. civ 6 lautaro reddit. lautaro capital civ 6. lautaro civ 6 strategy
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